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ABSTRACT

An insight into the potential benefits of using complex val-
ued models for real valued data is provided. The prob-
lem itself is not new; it is however timely and important
to revisit this issue, due to a plethora of modern applica-
tions based on multidimensional and multichannel measure-
ments which can be cast into an equivalent problem in the
field of complex numbers . The analysis and simulations
highlight the duality between several classes of real domain
problems and their complex valued representations. This is
supported by case studies on image processing, modelling
of point processes for brain prosthetics, and forecasting of
vector fields.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent breakthroughs in technology and biomedicine have
highlighted applications where nonlinearity, nonstationar-
ity, multidimensional data natures, and uncertainty play ma-
jor roles. Subsequently novel signal processing and ma-
chine learning theories have been rapidly developed in order
to cater for these new classes of problems.
When it comes to nonlinear models, over the past decade,
much research effort has been dedicated to the development
of new approaches suitable for nonlinear phenomena, the
landmark in this direction arguably being the Santa Fe pre-
diction competition [1]. On the other hand, linear models,
although often suboptimal, are well established and under-
stood, and widely applied in practice. From the practical
viewpoint, it is natural to ask ourselves whether nonlinear
solutions are general enough to be applicable to both non-
linear and linear scenarios. One important result in that di-
rection is by T. Adali [2], where it was shown that even
though the problem in hand may be linear, nonlinear solu-
tions can exhibit far superior performance, especially in the
presence of noise. The use of nonlinear models for linear
noisy problems was also proven beneficial in the radar and
sonar literature, and more recently in blind source separa-
tion [3].
Apart from the problems with nonlinearity, nonstationarity
and noise, novel applications in brain science, communi-
cations, and data and sensor fusion are dealing with mul-

tidimensional (multichannel) measuremens, for which the
online processing algorithms are essential [4]. If possible
(data dimensionality, computational power), the processing
of such data should be performed directly in the spaces where
the data vectors reside ( N , N ). Machine learning theo-
ries for multidimensional domains are still being developed;
this is especially in the presence of nonlinearity and noise.
Following a related study for nonlinear models [2], it is nat-
ural to ask ourselves whether it is beneficial to use multi-
dimensional solutions for lower dimensional problems. The
simplest, yet extremely important, case to consider is whether
complex valued solutions for real valued problems provide
a theoretical and performance advantage over standard real
valued solutions.
In applications of adaptive systems it is the signal mag-
nitude that is used as the main source of information [5].
Whereas this facilitates the established algorithms in , it
is important to realise that this way the full information po-
tential (phase information) within the signal is not utilised.
Indeed real world processes with the “intensity” and “di-
rection” component (radar, sonar, vector fields) require the
consideration of such phase information. Our question then
boils down to whether the processing of such real–valued
data in the complex domain , where the phase information
can be accounted for naturally, has advantages over straight-
forward processing in . For instance our recent results on
the modelling of wind profile [6], indicate that the process-
ing in (simultaneously speed and direction as a complex
vector) has major benefits over the direct processing in
(speed only), or in 2 (speed and direction as independent
processes).
Our aim is to provide a comprehensive account of the ad-
vantages of using complex valued solutions for several classes
of real valued problems. It is shown that these potential
benefits arise not only from the full utilisation of the phase
information, but also from the use of different algebra; this
provides rigorous compact framework for the processing of
both complex and real signals. The analysis is supported by
experimental evidence on case studies including examples
from image processing, processing of point processes, and
wind forecasting for renewable energy applications. These
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help towards answering our underlying question “Why com-
plex valued solutions for real valued problems”.

2. REAL VS COMPLEX VALUED PROCESSING
When it comes to the duality between real and complex
processes and highlight two aspects of this duality:- the im-
portance of phase (direction) information, and the advan-
tages of the simultaneous modelling of the “intensity” and
“direction” component of vector field processes in over
the so called “dual univariate” modelling (where the com-
ponent of such processes are treated as independent random
processes).
Complex valued data are complex either by their nature (e.g.
communications) or by convenience of representation (e.g.
phasors). Figure 1 illustrates such duality between the process-
ing in and . The nature of purely real and complex sig-
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Fig. 1. Duality between signal processing in and . Ar-
rows show the direction in which data can be transformed.

nals is obvious – real signals are magnitude-only whereas
complex signals comprise both magnitude and phase com-
ponents. Phase only signals are real signals formed from
the phase of a complex signal. Dual univariate signals are
the components of a complex signal that are processed sep-
arately as real valued quantities.
In order to transform a real signal into its complex valued
counterpart, it is convenient to make use of the delay or
phase associated with the time of arrival of the real val-
ued signal (or vector field) at sensors. When transforming
a complex signal into its dual univariate representation, we
need to identify the heterogeneous (e.g. wind speed and
direction) components within the complex representation.
Another interesting scenario is the “complex to phase only”
transformation for phase only modelling (tracking); this is
very practical for cases where the magnitude of the signal
has small or no variation [7]. There are a variety of other
ways of transforming signals from into their domain

counterparts, most of them are application specific. We
shall now illustrate these transformations using examples in
image processing and in the processing of wind field.

2.1. Phase Information in Imaging

Oftentimes in machine learning our aim is to preserve or
enhance the phase of a signal(s); this plays major part in
perception based modelling (video, speech, haptic, multi-
modal). While the phase information in 1-D signals is sub-
tly hidden, in 2-D signals such as images, the role of the
phase of a signal is more obvious [5]. The top panel in Fig-
ure 2 shows two greyscale images denoted by I1 (wheel)
and I2 (child); the 2-D Fourier transform is applied and the
phase spectra of I1 and I2 are swapped to give

S1(x, y) = |F(I1)| · exp(j · ∠(F(I2))) (1)
S2(x, y) = |F(I2)| · exp(j · ∠(F(I1))) (2)

Thus, S1 has the magnitude spectrum of I1 and phase spec-
trum of I2, wehereas S2 has the magnitude spectrum of I2

and phase spectrum of I1. Finally, the inverse Fourier trans-
form (IVT) is applied to spectra S1 and S2 and the resulting
images are displayed in the bottom panel of Figure 2. Ob-
serve that Î1 = F−1(S1) which has the amplitude spectrum
of I1 and phase spectrum of I2 appears as a noisy version of
I2 (child) but in the background similar to that of I1. Similar
observations apply to Î2 = F−1(S2) which is recognised as
a wheel, making it clear that as far as the human visual sys-
tem is concerned, it is the phase which is the information
carrier.

It is therefore natural and convenient to conduct process-
ing of images based solely on their complex valued repre-
sentation [8]. One way to achieve this would be to consider
a gresyscale or “intensity” image

I =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

a11 a12 · · · a1m

a21 a22 · · · a2m

...
...

. . .
...

an1 an2 · · · anm

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3)

where for an image with n intensity levels, elements aij take
values from {0, 1, . . . , n}. Alternatively, these elements can
be modelled as nth (complex) roots on the unit circle in the

z–plane, that is exp(j
2πk

n
), k = 1, 2, . . . , n, thus obtaining

a phase-only complex representation of the image. The sub-
sequent image processing can be now performed directly in

[9].
2.2. Modelling of Directional Processes

Consider a class of processes with the “intensity” and “di-
rection” components, such as wind, radar, sonar, or sensor
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Fig. 2. Surrogate images. Top: Original images I1 and
I2; Bottom: Images Î1 and Î2 generated by exchanging the
amplitude and phase spectrum of the original images

array measurements. Figure 3 represents a wind measure-
ment1 as a vector w(t) = v(t)ejd(t) of its speed v(t) and
direction d(t) components, in the N − E coordinate sys-
tem, together with the distribution of wind speeds over var-
ious directions. Notice that this way we have inherently
introduced fusion of the heterogeneous speed and direction
wind components, and represented them as a single quan-
tity in the complex domain [10]. Despite the clear inter–
dependence between wind signal components (wind lattice
in Figure 3), the existing models treat these as dual univari-
ate time series, introducing error in both the wind dynam-
ics and associated forecasts. We can therefore exploit the
natural coupling between the real and imaginary part in ,
in order to simultaneously estimate the changes in the dy-
namics of both the speed and direction component of wind.
This gives us the opportunity to rigorously develop novel
architectures and algorithms for greatly improved and com-
putationally efficient modelling and robust forecasting [11].
Figure 4 illustrates the performance gain obtained by using
the complex wind model. Clearly the dual univariate ap-
proach (see Figure 1) using two real models (which were
combined into a complex quantity at the output) for the sig-
nal components was not able to capture the wind dynamics,
whereas the fully complex approach exhibited excellent per-

1The wind signal used was obtained from read-
ings from the Iowa (USA) Department of Transport
http : //mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/request/awos/1min.php
database. The complex wind vector is estimated as v = vejd, where v
denotes the speed and d its direction.
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Fig. 3. Wind recordings: Top: a complex–valued represen-
tation, Bottom: wind lattice

formance.2

3. EXPLOITING THE PHASE INFORMATION

There are several ways to obtain phase from real world sig-
nals. One convenient way is to apply the Hilbert transform
to the signal in hand and obtain an analytic signal, from
which both the phase and instantaneous frequency can be
obtained [12]. In online adaptive signal processing appli-
cations it is also possible to consider a “mixed norm” type
approach, with one term within the cost function represent-
ing the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) and the other
some measure of the phase [7].

3.1. Complex processing of spiking neurons

The processing of spiky neuronal recordings presents con-
siderable difficulties due to the underlying point process sta-
tistics, and nonlinear and nostationary nature of the data.
In addition, the information is typically coded through syn-
chronised or phase-locked events. One major problem when
obtaining information from an implanted microarray of mi-
croelectrodes is spike synchronisation. This problem is very
difficult to solve in , however, time delays between the

2The simulations were based on LMS and complex LMS.
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Fig. 4. Complex vs dual univariate modelling, dashed line
represents the original signal and solid line the one step
ahead prediction. Top: Dual univariate (real valued) pre-
diction. Bottom: Fully complex prediction

spiky events are straightforward to model in .
Consider two simultaneous recordings from two artificially
generated point processes x1 and x2, depicted in Figure
5(a). Since the spike synchronisation problem boils down
to the issue of phase matching, let us form a complex val-
ued signal

z = x1 + jx2 (4)

for which the real part is x1 and the imaginary part x2.
To detect the synchronised spike events, we may employ a
complex version of Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD)
[13], or the Rotation Invariant EMD [14], where the syn-
chronisation of the spike events within x1 and x2 can be
examined straightforwardly from z, when its phase equals
π/4, as depicted in Figure 5(b). A rigorous approach for
converting real spike sequences into their complex counter-
parts is proposed in [15] by means of a new spatiotemporal
neural algebra. The main underlying idea is to code spike
events as complex numbers, whereby the magnitude of a
complex number represents the “magnitude” of the spike
and the phase of the complex number codes the interspike
interval.
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(a) Point processes x1 and x2.
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(b) Synchronised spike events detected at the phase values of π/4. (compare
with Figure 5(a)).

Fig. 5. Synchronised spike event detection. The arrows in-
dicate the instances of the synchronisation between the two
series of spiky events.

3.2. Incorporating Phase Within the Cost Function
Standard adaptive filtering algorithms are based on the min-
imisation of MMSE, which is perfectly reasonable for real
valued signals. However, in several classes of complex sig-
nals the magnitude information is not an information carrier
(MPSK, QPSK), and it is the phase that conveys the infor-
mation. In those cases, when designing an adaptive filtering
algorithm it is important to consider both the error in mag-
nitude and phase of the received symbols in order to provide
efficient learning for fast channel variations. One such al-
gorithm is the recently introduced Least Mean Phase–Least
Mean Square (LMP–LMS) [7] algorithm for which the cost
function is given by

J(w) = k1 E
∣∣d − x

T
w

∣∣2︸ ︷︷ ︸
LMS

+k2 E
∣∣∠d − ∠x

T
w

∣∣m︸ ︷︷ ︸
LMP

(5)
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where x is the input signal, d is the teaching signal, w are
the filter coefficients, m ∈ {1, 2}, and k1 and k2 are mixing
coefficients. From (5), both the phase and magnitude er-
ror term are present within the cost function, for which the
weight update is given by

w(k +1) = w(k)+μ1e(k)x∗(k)+μ2∠e(k)
jx∗(k)

y∗(k)
, (6)

where y denotes the output of the filter, (·)∗ is the complex
conjugation operator and μ1 and μ2 are positive learning
rates.

3.3. Connection Between Real Valued and Complex Val-
ued Adaptive Filtering

Consider the adaptive denoising configuration shown in Fig-
ure 6. The primary input is the useful signal corrupted by

System
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Fig. 6. The noise cancelling adaptive filtering configuration.

additive noise, whereas the reference input is any noise cor-
related with the noise within the primary input. In [16] it
was shown that the scheme from Figure 6 outperforms the
standard noise cancellation scheme in ECG type of applica-
tions. In the spirit of this paper, it is clear that by introducing
a phase shift of π/2 within the filter, inputs x1 and x2 can
be combined within an equivalent complex input z, to be
processes by the complex LMS [17], given by

w(k + 1) = w(k) + μe(k)x∗(k) (7)

4. BENEFITS OF COMPLEX DOMAIN
PROCESSING

Not only based on the examples of complex domain process-
ing for real valued signals introduced so far, the process-
ing in possesses several distinctive features which are not
present in . These include:-

• Different statistics: although it is often assumed that
the statistics in is a straightforward extension of the
statistics in (replace (·)T by the Hermitian (·)H ),
some recent results in complex statsitics have intro-
duced the notions of proper (E{xx

T} = 0) and im-
proper (E{xx

T} �= 0) complex random variables

[18]. This allows us to account for a wide range of
real-world signals which are processed in ;

• A variety of ways to “complexify” the signal in hand
[19]. Apart from the dual univariate approach (Fig-
ure 1) which applies mainly to linear processes, ways
to introduce nonlinearity include complex and fully
complex approach [19]. Within the split complex ap-
proach, a pair of nonlinear activation functions is em-
ployed to separately process real and imaginary com-
ponents of the net input. A split-complex activation
function is given by

f(x) = fR(Re(x)) + jfI(Im(x)) (8)

where fR = fI are real functions of real variable.
Fully complex functions are standard complex func-
tions of complex variables, such as the complex tanh.

The issue of the second order statistics in is particularly
important and ought to be further clarified. Since the co-
variance matrix E[xxH ] will not completely describe the
second-order statistical behavior of x, we need to consider
both variable x and its complex conjugate x∗ in order to
make full use of the available statistical information. This
additional information is contained in the cross-moments
[18].
To derive so called augmented learning algorithms, consider
a complex vector x and its conjugate to produce a (2n × 1)
vector xa = [x, x∗]. Consequently, it is the augmented
(2n × 2n) complex covariance matrix Pxaxa = E[xa(xa)T ]
(rather than just the n × n matrix Pxx = E[xxH ]) that
contains the complete second-order statistical information.
Such an augmented covariance matrix is given by [20]

Pxaxa = E

[
x
x∗

] [
xT xH

]
=

[
Pxx Pξ

xx
Pξ∗

xx P∗

xx

]
(9)

Recently derived augmented algorithms include the aug-
mented Extended Kalman filter (AEKF) and augmented CRTRL
(ACRTRL) algorithm [21]. To illustrate the power of aug-
mented complex statistics Table 1 illustrates the improved
quantitative performance of the augmented CRTRL over the
standard CRTRL for the task of one step ahead prediction of
a stable AR(4) process and the complex radar data3.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A comprehensive account of the benefits of using complex
valued models for real valued processes has been provided.
Unlike in standard transform domain processing, where the
DCT or DFT are employed to transform the data into in

3Radar (high) is referred to as “high sea state data” and radar
(low) is referred to as “low sea state data”. Publicly available from
“http://soma.ece.mcmaster.ca/ipix/”.
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Table 1. Comparison of prediction gains Rp [dB] for the
various classes of signals

Rp [dB] CRTRL ACRTRL
Linear AR(4) process 3.22 4.10

Radar (low) 11.40 13.57
Radar (high) 4.56 5.41

order to decorrelate the input and hence improve conver-
gence, our focus has been on direct time domain process-
ing. It has been shown that in many cases where the phase
information within the signal is important, complex valued
processing represents not only a viable alternative to real
domain processing, but also a natural processing domain.
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